
,each section for 
1 child only
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Always consult your physician before performing any kind of  physical activity.

Do not use the Monkey Bar if you have a medical history of neck or back injuries or physical conditions 
that could cause injury.Do not use if user has any broken bones(casts)or has recently been in the hospital for extensive treatments
(operations,severe wounds,stitches,back injury or concussion).
Make regular stops based on your own physical coonditions.
Do not allow the children under 6 years to use it.

Unexpected movement(!.e.:tipping,lifting and overturning)of the swing set may result in serious injury or
death.
The swing set must be securely anchored before use.

The owner should disassemble and dispose of the playground equipment in such a way that no 
unreasonable hazards will exist at the time the playground equipment is discarded.

Adult assembly required
Adult supervision recommended at all times
Maximum weight of 100 pounds(45kg)for each section
Only for domestic use
Outdoor use only
Not suitable for children under 6 years-fall hazard
Retain instruction manual for future use
Swing seat must be a minimum of 350mm above the ground
Place on a level surface at least 2m from any structure or obstruction
Must not be install over concrete,asphalt or any other hard surface
It is advised that  a regular basis(i.e. at the beginning of the season and monthly thereafter)all main 
parts/fixings are necessary.Failure to do so may result in an injury or hazard.
Any attachments such as swings,chains,ropes,etc must be regularly examined for evidence of deterioration.
Replace any attachments if there are signs of deterioration.Failure to do so may result in an injury or hazard.







Only adults should assemble or disasseble the swing set.For safety reasons and ease of assembly.
It is recommended that two adults assemble the swing set.The swing set includes two 5mm Socket
head wrenches.You will also need an adjustable wrench,a cross hear screwdriver and a needle-nose
pliers.
Points to remember when locating and placing the swing set:
Place your swing set on level ground a MINIMUM of (6)feet(1.83m)from any structure or obstruction
such as a fence,garage,house,overhanging brabches,laundry lines,or electrical wires.
Do not install home playground equipment over concrete,asphalt,packed earth,grass,carpet,or any
other hard surface.A fall on yo a hard surface can result in serious injury to the equipment user.
Do not place your swing set underneath electrical lines.If you must,ensure that there is a minimum
over head clearance of (6)feet(1.83m).
The swing set should be assembled near the location it 

This swing set is designed for use by children ages 6-10 years old with a maximum weight of 
45kg for each section
The maximum fall height of this swing set is 74”(1.88m)
This product is designed for normal residential use only.This product is not designed for use in 
daycare,nurseries,or other public places.This product is to be assembled by adults only in the manner
described within this instruction manual.
This product must be anchored.Anchors are included with this swing set.

Anchoring is necessary to prevent tipping,lifting and overturning.We recommend anchoring the 
swing set in concrete,especially in soft or sandy soil.
To anchor the swing set in concrete,dig a hole at least 5”(12.7cm)deep and 10”(25.4cm) to
12”(30.5cm)in diameter.Place the swing set leg in the hole,preferably on a brick or stone to keep
if from sinking.Be sure the swing leg is set 3”(7.6cm)below the ground.Pour concrete around
the legs and fill the hole.Cover concrete adequately using the recommended surfacing instruction
in this manual.Allow the concrete to set according to the concrete manufacturer’s instruction before use.



Proper placement and maintenance of protective surfacing is essencial.
Be sure to:
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